
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPLITTING-MACHINE for 
BEEF BIBLES (OMASUM) 

TYPES : 360CF – 480CF 

PURPOSE 
The beef omasum splitter Type 360CF and 480CF 
is intended for cutting into entirely separated 
halves beef bibles adequately placed in the 
machine. 
The bible splitter displays a unique performance 
of high efficiency while at the same time 
permitting a remarkable hygiene by eliminating 
dirt and offals on floor and surrounding 
equipment. 
The splitting of beef omasum is carried out prior 
to bibles being washed in the LA 
PARMENTIERE two-speed tripe-washer. 
 
PERFORMANCE 
• The bible splitter type 360CF has a capacity of 
up to 360 omasums per hour – or more than 4 
times the amount possible per man/hour 
manually. The 480CF has a capacity of up to 480 
omasums per hour. 
•The machine offers its users substantially added 
production-facilities with low energy costs for a 
high additional product yield. 
•By adequate placing of the bibles before cutting 
the machine ensures complete uniformity and 
high quality of the later finished consumer-
product. 
•The fast-rotation of the cutting-blade ensures 
straight and clean rims without jags and a 
consequent high product-cleaning result. 
•The radical reduction of manual processing 
ensures remarkable savings in man-power. 
•The bible splitter finally offers a completely new 
approach to tripe department hygiene by totally 
eliminating dirt, offal and product accumulation 
on floor and surrounding equipment. 
 
CARACTERISTICS 
•The machine is made of stainless steel 18/10. 
•Electric power consumption: 3Kw. 
•Connection pipe for cold water hose (ø15). 
•Weight of machine: 900 Lbs (450 Kilos). 
•Safety features: (Labour security). 

1. Automatic STOP after processing each 
omasum and before entering next. 

2. Safety-cover protecting rear-end outlet of 
finished bibles after splitting. 

•Extremely sturdy and resistant machine housing 
with easy cleaning and maintenance facilities. 

 
 
 



GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Users instructions 
1.After having been separated from the rest of the
casing-set and having trimmed for loose fat the bible is 
placed in one of the two chain-driven containers. 
2.The control button is pressed and the omassum is taken
upwards and against the rotating cutting-blade where it is 
swiftly separated into halves. 
3.Having been separated, the two halves are dumped into
a meat-wagon (200 or 300 liter vemag type), optional. 

Maintenance 
1. The machine should be washed down and

carefully cleaned each day at works end. 
2. Main-bearings should equally be greased

daily. 

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING OF MACHINE 
Side view / Measures in millimeters 


